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The Next Generations
Future generations of experiments will deploy 
large areas of complex silicon sensors and 
electronics. At HL-LHC ~ 200 m2 for the ATLAS 
and CMS trackers + 600 m2 for the CMS HGCAL
Beyond that a future 100 TeV machine (FCC) 
with ~5 ns bunch spacing and L~5x1034.
•  Dense, high Pt jets require fine segmentation
•  100 TeV collider as a discovery machine will 

hunt for M~20-30 TeV particles that may 
decay to Higgs - reconstruct Higgs at pT~10 
TeV 

A future linear or circular e+e- collider will be a 
precision machine that will require very low mass 
trackers and calorimeters with fine segmentation. 
Many of the incipient technologies for pp were 
developed for the ILC. These have been well 
studied and were seeds for current development.
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Requirements for Higgs at a 100 TeV collider.  S.Chekanov (ANL)

Standard Model (SM) Higgs
Business as usual: TeV scale SM Higgs

Large Lorentz boost of 

decay products

wikipedia 

pT(H)>0.5 TeV →   separation between decay products (b, γ, e/mu,  etc.)  < 10 degree 

→ smaller than a typical hadronic jet with R ~0.4

100 TeV pp

HL-LHC

FCC

~100,000 Higgs / ab-1  for pT>1 TeV at LO

100 TeV detector should be designed for 

SM Higgs in the range pT(H)~0.5 - 2 TeV

[Chekanov,$CPAD$meeEng]$
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HL-LHC 1034

Dealing with pileup:
•  Higher trigger bandwidth and 

latency
•  Add track information to L1

–  Pixelization
–  Intelligent trackers (ROI 

or standalone)
•  Isolate primary vertices

–  By timing
–  By tracking

Extend forward coverage (VBF)
•  Pixelated calorimeters
•  Forward tracker disks
•  Fast timing

R. Lipton 3
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Pileup and timing

 Event pileup at HL-LHC may 
reach 200 interactions per 25 ns 
crossing. To mitigate the 
confusion we would like to tag 
arrival times of tracks and 
showers to the ~20 ps level to 
isolate vertices of origin reduce 
200 interactions to a few.
•  Vertex Z is convoluted with 

beam with (crossing duration)
•  Need to time tag both objects 

being correlated (i.e. central 
track and forward jet)
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Fig. 1. Simulation of the space(z-vertex) and time distribution of interactions
within a single bunch crossing in CMS at a pileup of 140 events- using LHC design
book for crossing angle, emittance, etc. Typically events are distributed with an
rms-in time- of 170 picoseconds, independent of vertex position.

calorimeter, which provides only the time of these objects. This point of
view overlooks the obvious need for a device that is the workhorse, analogous
to the tracker-in the case of “event vertex” measurement, providing the
“event time” with which to correlate objects found in a calorimeter.

There are actually several reasons to favor a generalized timing layer,
emphasizing also the ability to measure charged track time. Aside from the
need for a device, which in any case, must be flexible enough to capture
event time for vertices of interest, there is also the lack of precedent for
calorimeters with ⇠ 100 picosecond resolution.

One such calorimeter ran in the low luminosity phase of ATLAS[4].
A large system (⇠ 16, 000 channels), based on shashlik technology, was
also built and operated in the PHENIX experiment at RHIC[5] and the ⇠
100 picosecond electromagnetic shower resolution, demonstrated in the test
beam, has been used for particle identification via time of flight. A recent
discussion of jet timing performance of LHC calorimeters can be found in
the CHEF2013 proceedings[2]. A time resolution of 200-300 picoseconds has
been demonstrated by both ATLAS and CMS using 2012 data.

Z$vertex$



CMS High Granularity Calorimeter

CMS is building a High Granularity Calorimeter 
for the endcaps in Phase 2 (~2025). The 
motivation is to develop a radiation hard 
detector with segmentation that accommodates 
particle flow, possibly with ~20 ps time 
resolution within a shower.
•  Based on particle flow reconstruction 

algorithms
•  28 (EM) + 12 (Hadronic) layers

•  600 m2 of silicon sensors operating at  
-30 deg C
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An Si Based HGC CMS at the HL-LHC 
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Or$why$you$can’t$do$physics$at$1033$
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New$

Tools
Particle Physics applications of silicon-based  
detector systems have benefited enormously  
from the tremendous R&D effort and  
infrastructure associated with the  
semiconductor industry, which is based on  
obsolescence of your iphone every ~ two  
years.  We now have:
•  Access to IC foundries willing to  

collaborate on innovative structures
•  Development of novel interconnect technologies for sensors and readout 

chips
•  Access to sophisticated TCAD simulation tools to design and simulate 

semiconductor systems
We can design and build systems that would have been far beyond our reach a 
few years ago
HEP often can act as a “first adopter” of these technologies – we are willing to 
take more risks than commercial ventures
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Costs, Areas, and Yields
We hope to build large area silicon-
based trackers and calorimeters with fine pixel 
pitch and low cost. We would like to integrate low 
cost  “simple” sensor technology with complex readout.
•  Cost of a CMOS silicon IC is about $3/cm2 not including startup mask costs

–  Area of an IC is limited to 2x3 cm2 (or so) by the stepper reticule
–  Yields of 80-95%

•  Cost of a silicon-based sensor is about $4-10 cm2

–  Area of a sensor can be as large as the 6” or 8” wafer size 
–  The structures are simple and the yield can be high

•  Fine pitch bump bonding of sensors to ROICs is expensive
To build large area devices:
•  Mate reticule-sized die readout ICs with die sized sensors

–  But there are edge effects that cause dead regions
•  Assemble an array of readout die on a large sensor - YIELD!

Ronald Lipton | HEP Seminar, University of Chicago9

FNAL/Tezzaron$8”$
sensor$wafer$

Design Cost by Node  

Increased volumes are required to absorb the cost of design 
for each node, limiting the number of products that can be 
manufactured at that node.  11 

A word about Electronics

Commercial electronics are at the 14nm node and 
shrinking. HEP is three generations behind.
•  Designs in the latest technology nodes are 

obscenely expensive
•  Analog designs are problematic because of low 

voltage rails and poor transistor matching
•  Leakage currents are high
RD53 has found significant radiation effects in 65 nm 
pmos transistors. Design for regions above 500 Mrad 
must avoid short channel PMOS transistors.

Ronald Lipton, MSGC Trieste10
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Short	AND	Narrow	transistors	are	simultaneously	affected	by	RISCE	and	RINCE,		
hence	their	degrada9on	is	the	worst	measured	

IrradiaTon	condiTons:	
*	T	=	25C	
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Current Technologies

Sensor wafers on 4” or 6” silicon
Readout chips with >65 nm feature size  
(Industry is at 14 nm and shrinking) 
Strip Modules ~10x10 cm (6” wafer), with readout  
at the periphery, wirebond interconnect

–  50 micron pitch
Pixel modules ~4x5 cm with bump bonded interconnect

–  100 micron pixels
–  4-6 ICs per module

First applications of 3D structures for radiation hardness (ATLAS IBL)
Avalanche devices  for photodetection only
Radiation hardness achieved by:

–  Deep submicron electronics
–  Thin, oxygenated silicon
–  Low temperature operation

11

ATLAS$tracker$module$

New Sensor/Interconnect 
 Technologies
An embarrassment of options
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Monolithic Active Pixels (MAPS)

This technology is an outgrowth of the 
imaging industry- use a thin epitaxial high 
resistivity layer to collect charge from light 
exposure (or tracks).
•  Uses “standard” CMOS processes
•  Charge collection by diffusion (slow and 

rad soft)
•  Parasitic charge collection by PMOS 

structures – protect by p-well
•  Thin active layers
•  Susceptible to digital-analog coupling  

due to thin layers – rolling shutter
Used in STAR at RHIC and ALICE upgrades. 
Moderate rates and radiation dose.
Problems can be addressed by adding a drift 
field to the structure…
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ALICE$MAPS$sensor$

STAR$HFT$

Solving Problems - MAPS

MAPs – technology used in cameras using 
charge collection by diffusion in a thin(~5-15 
µm) epitaxial layer  

Slow-charge 
collection by 
diffusion 

Charge lost to 
parasitic PMOS 

Thick, high 
resistivity 
epitaxial layers 

Fully depleted 
substrates 

4 Well process 3D assemblies 

Low S/N 

Thinning and 
backside 
processing 

(IPHC-DRS) 

(RAL) 

(IPHC-DRS) 

HRCMOS

•  STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker is the first 
deployment in an experiment
–  Sensors thinned to 50 microns
–  Air cooled
–  Experienced latchup due to heavily 

ionizing particles
Because the sensors were thin and 
cooling was minimal there was a 
thermal runaway that locally melted 
the silicon …
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HVCMOS

High resistivity substrates have become available 
with multi-well geometries in standard CMOS 
processes with HV transistors – HVCMOS
•  An extension of CMOS MAPS with larger charge 

collection volume, faster collection, more 
radiation hard

•  Ability to integrate amplification with sensor – 
take advantage of low detector capacitance

•  Transistors able to withstand ~100V
But
•  Depletion depth limited
•  Larger capacitance due to shallow wells?
•  Size limited by CMOS reticule
ATLAS looking at HVCMOS with a simple amp/disc 
to replace HR silicon material in strip detectors
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Figure 1. HVCMOS sensor structure.
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Figure 2. Threshold scan of the MuPix6 prototype, HV = -60 V. Error bars are too small to be seen.

separately and the noise and crosstalk levels on the PCB can be improved, to achieve a better signal
to background ratio.

In August 2014 a new chip version (MuPix7) with a high speed serial transmission (up to
1.6GBit/s) has been submitted.

3 ATLAS pixels

We are also developing HVCMOS sensors for the ATLAS pixel upgrade. Our first goal is to demon-
strate the possibility to satisfy ATLAS pixel detector specifications with HVCMOS sensors. The
main requirement is a detection efficiency of at least 98% within 25ns time window after 100Mrad
radiation dose. Additionally, we would like to decrease the pixel size with respect to the present one
(50µm× 250µm) and to allow the construction of the pixel sensor without bump bonds. Many
institutes are currently developing CMOS sensors for ATLAS pixels. There are several sensor
concepts: 1) Passive sensors in CMOS technology readout by the pixel readout chip FEI4 [7] 2)
Imaging CMOS sensors or MAPS implemented on a high resistivity substrate bump bonded to
FEI4 (HRCMOS), 3) HVCMOS sensors capacitively coupled to FEI4 (capacitively coupled pixel
detector — CCPD [2]). We will concentrate within this paper on the third type — CCPD.

– 3 –

chapter 4. Irradiations for the presented prototypes have been done with thermal neutrons at the
TRIGA reactor of JSI Ljubljana[7].

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Sketch of a capacitively coupled HVCMOS sensor. Three subpixels are connected to one
readout electrode that is forming a capacitor with its counterpart on the readout chip. The mapping of the
subpixels to the FE-I4 readout cells is depicted in (b)

3. Testbeam results

Testbeam measurements have been performed with unirradiated and irradiated HV2FEI4 version
1 and 2 samples at the DESY10, the CERN11 PS12 and SPS13 testbeam lines using an EUDET
JRA1 and a new FE-I4 based telescope. The measurements were concentrated on the “standard
pixels”, that compose the bigger part of the pixel matrix and aim for low noise at a reasonably
high radiation tolerance. At the time the testbeams were performed, the sub pixel decoding was
not implemented into the readout, so no information about the hit sub-pixel can be extracted. This
poses a difficulty for the alignment during the reconstruction of the data and was circumvented
partly by virtually merging each pair of FE-I4 pixels that correspond to a unit cell resulting in
virtual pixels of 250x100 µm2 size. However, a frame of seemingly lower efficient pixels at the
edge of the sensor remains as an artifact. These pixels were not taken into account for analysis.

Table 1. List of samples measured in testbeams in 2013 and 2014

Sample
HV2FEI4 Irradiation fluence

Testbeam period
version [neq cm�2]

C07 1 1 ·1015 DESY 2013
C19 2 0 CERN PS 2014, CERN SPS 2014
C22 2 1 ·1015 CERN SPS 2014

10Deutsches ElektronenSYnchrotron
11Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
12Proton Synchrotron
13Super Proton Synchrotron

– 3 –
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Radiation Hardness

Radiation induces trapping and leakage current centers in 
silicon.  To mitigate these effects we must:
•  Collect charge quickly – high fields
•  Use thin detectors thickness>trapping distance doesn’t help
•  Operate at low temperature to “freeze” out traps
Radiation increases leakage current
•  Operate at low temperature 
Extensive studies of “defect engineering” in RD 50
•  Very complex pathology of traps and defects
•  Oxygenation helps for charged particle not neutrons.
Changes in surface charge distributions can change breakdown 
voltage
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Radiation Hardness
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3D Silicon Detectors

3D detectors utilize technologies developed 
for MEMS, high aspect ratio deep reactive 
ion etching, to generate electrodes in bulk 
material rather than on the surface. This 
reduces the effective drift distance, 
increasing radiation hardness, while 
maintaining the full signal.
•  Increases collecting fields
•  Shortens collection time
•  Reduces effect of trapping
•  Relatively high capacitance
•  Complex fabrication – high cost
Used in outer IBL sensors. This technology 
can also be used to fabricate active edge 
sensors 
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Avalanche-based, “Ultra Fast” Detectors

Time resolution can be parameterized as 
  
 
Silicon rise time is usually limited by drift 
velocity(<107 cm/sec) and sensor 
thickness. This can provide resolution on 
the 100’s of ps level.
This can be improved by using an 
avalanche diode, that provides a large 
signal and fast rise time.
•  Resolution must be demonstrated
•  Cost effective production of large areas
•  Large levels of dark current
Benefits from LIDAR R&D. Challenges in 
power dissipation in fast amps
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SiPM Based fast tracking

•  SiPMs are arrays of geiger mode avalanche diodes 
connected by bias and summing network
–  Low interconnect capacitance
–  Excellent multi-photon resolution and quantum efficiency
–  Sensitive to MIPs?
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[Ronzhin]$

Others

•  DEPFET (MPI – Belle II)
–  Charge collected under  

DEPFET gate. 
–  Low noise, moderate  

speed, not very rad hard 
•  SOI

–  Sensor in the handle wafer in an SOI stack
–  “Backgate Effect” field in bulk effects transistor operation
–  Radiation-induced charge in oxide affect transistors in top

•  CCD
–  Variants proposed for ILC vertex
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The Playing Field – thumb in the air plot
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The Playing Field – thumb in the air plot  II
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TCAD

Much of this work is enabled by the 
sophisticated TCAD software 
developed for the semiconductor 
industry
•  Simulate full process flow 

(implantation, annealing…)
•  Simulate internal fields and 

charge carriers
•  Developed simulations of 

radiation damage due to induced 
traps.
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Interconnect Technologies

Continuous advance in technology – lower cost and finer pitch
•  Solder and indium bumps
•  Copper pillars
•  DBI oxide bonding 

R. Lipton 26
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Hybrid Bonding
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Bonding Method 

 

C4 FC 
(Controlled 

Collapse Chip 
Connect) 

C2 FC 
(Chip Connect) 

Thermo 
Compression- 
Local Reflow 

Flip Chip 

Thermo 
Compression 

Flip Chip 

Schematic Diagram 

Major Bump Pitch Range at 
Application > 130 um 140 um ~ 60 um 80 um ~ 20 um < 30 um 

Bonding Method 

 
Conventional 
Reflow 

Reflow with Cu 
pillar 

Thermal 
Compression 
with Cu pillar 

Thermal 
Compression 

Bump Metallurgy Solder (SnAg or 
SnAgCu) 

Cu + Solder 
(SnAg or Sn)  

Cu + Solder 
(SnAg or Sn) 
Cap 

Cu 

Bump Collapse Yes No No No 

Underfill Method 
- Capillary  

- No flow 

- Capillary 

- No flow 

- Wafer Level 

- No flow 

- Wafer Level 

- No flow 

- Wafer Level  

M-S Suh 

Reference:  SEMATECH 

Scaling of Chip to Chip Interconnects 
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3D Integrated Circuit Technologies

A chip (structure) in three 
dimensional integrated circuit (3D-
IC) technology is composed of two 
or more layers of active electronic 
components, integrated both 
vertically and horizontally by wafer 
bonding, thinning, and insertion of 
through silicon vias (TSV)

For the past decade Fermilab has 
worked with vendors to 
demonstrate and develop these 
technologies. 
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3D can solve all your ills!

•  Low cost, very fine pitch bonding
•  Much better power distribution and  

connectivity
•  Radiation hard, thin sensors and  

readout
•  Complex electronics without expensive  

process nodes
•  Separation of analog and digital –  

lower thresholds
•  Lower interconnect capacitance  and  

power
•  Tiled, large area devices
But we are dependent on commercial, large volume development

R. Lipton30

3D Interconnect Examples 

Technology*based*on:*
•  Bonding*between*layers*

–  Copper/copper*
–  Oxide*to*oxide*fusion*
–  Copper/tin*bonding*
–  Polymer/adhesive*bonding*
–  Cu*stud*

•  Through*wafer*via*formation*and**
metalization*

31 

8$micron$pitch,$50$micron$thick$oxide$bonded$
imager$(Lincoln$Labs)$

8$micron$pitch$DBI$(oxide'metal)$bonded$$
PIN$imager$(Ziptronix)$

Copper bonded two-tier IC 
 (Tezzaron) 

Cross'secEon$of$the$TI$XAM3715,$a$45nm$
applicaEons$processor$mounted$on$a$BGA$
substrate$

 Sensor Oxide Bonding

• A promising fine pitch bonding technology  
the direct bond interconnect (DBI)  
oxide bond process from Ziptronix

• No bump bonds – planar resulting wafer
• Very fine pitch - 4 microns used for  
3D Tezzaron wafers 
• Mechanical strength enables  
aggressive post-bond thinning
• Uses standard IC processes - CMP and  
metalization
•  Can withstand high temperatures

• Wafer-wafer bond can be reworkable
• In principal can be low cost

R. Lipton32
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3D Demonstration Project

A working 3D process was demonstrated in a FNAL/BNL 3-layer 
(2 readout + 1 sensor) 3D wafer with chips for ILC, CMS and X-
ray imaging (VIPIC) in collaboration with Tezzaron and Ziptronix.
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Sensor Integration –Three tier devices

•  We then chip-to-wafer oxide (DBI) bonded 3D chips to BNL 
sensors to form three-tier integrated sensor/electronics 
assemblies
–  VIP(ILC), VICTR(CMS), and VIPIC(X-Ray) assemblies

R. Lipton34
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DBI$bonding$of$
ROICs$(VICTR,$$
VIPIC,$VIP)$to$BNL$
sensor$wafer$$

6”$sensor$wafer$
DBI$bonded$$
chips$

Expose$TSVs,$
palern$Top$
aluminum$

Wafer'wafer$
3D$Bond$

Oxide$bond$$
Handle$wafer$
$

Expose$sensor$
side$TSVs,$palern$
DBI$structures$

Dice$

DBI$bond$ROIC$
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wafer$(RT$pick
+Place)$

Grind$and$etch$
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connecEons$
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Next$step$is$Eling$these$into$dense$arrays$



VIP
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sensor$

2'Eer$VIP$chip$
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Some Results
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For$the$VIPIC$x'ray$imaging$
chip$we$were$able$to$
compare$noise$of$the$oxide'
bonded$pixels$to$the$same$
chip$with$bump$bonds.$$
The$noise$in$the$oxide$
bonded$pixels$is$$almost$a$
factor$of$two$lower$than$the$
convenEonally$bump$
bonded$parts$due$to$lower$
capacitance.$$

More 3D Results
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CD109$radiogram$of$tungsten$mask$
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Time$stamp,$ADC$

Ru109$beta$track$'$VIP$

3.5 x 108 frames. The number of pixels represented in the data shown corresponds to about 450 pixels 

(?? 64X64/9). Assuming a single exponential decay, we have fit the intensity autocorrelation with 

equation (2). For clarity and to remove the effect of the visibility factor ȕ, the fitted data was 

normalized.  

 

Figure 4:  Measured intensity autocorrelation function of polystyrene particles suspended in glycerol at different 
temperatures.  

The relaxation time (Ĳ) calculated for the different temperatures measured are plotted in figure 5. It is 
well known that the relaxation of a colloidal suspension shows a temperature dependence well 
represented by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VTF) equation [14, 15]: 

                          Ĳ
í 1= Ĳ0

í 1 exp [í DT0 /(Tí T 0 )]                            (4) 

where D is the fragility parameter. The fitting in figure 5 shows reasonable agreement with the Vogel-
Fulcher law. On the low temperature (-10 oC) limit the calculated relaxation time is 1.01 ± 0.2 s and on 
the high temperature (140 oC) is 0.53 ± 0.04 ms. These measurements clearly show the two strengths 
of the VIPIC chip: the ability to reach sub millisecond relaxation times and the wide dynamic time 
range.  

VIPIC$'$AutocorrelaEon$funcEon$of$
polystyrene$parEcles$at$Argonne$APS$

Next Steps

FNAL has been funded by BES to produce an second 
generation full sized VIPIC for x-ray imaging.  The wafer will 
also include VIPRAM 3D track trigger associative memory chips 
for the CMS L1 Tracking trigger

11/9/15Ronald Lipton | MPGD Trieste40
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Other possible applications - 3D SiPM

3D Integrate the SiPM with active quenching and digital readout
–  Micropixel resolution, turn off noisy pixels
–  Lower capacitance -> faster
–  Active quenching -> Faster, less afterpulsing
–  High fill factor
–  Digital readout of a digital device…

11/9/15Ronald Lipton | HEP Seminar, University of Chicago41

2.5D Assemblies

The commercial world is moving 
toward “2.5D” assemblies, using 
TSVs in a silicon or glass interposer
Higher speed assemblies, with much 
finer pitch (20x) than conventional 
PCBs.
Initial use on FPGAs 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Xylinx$ultra$
scale$FPGA$

Silicon$
interposer$

2.5D Interconnect Scales
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Back.side**
illumina4on*

Interposer*with*
Through*vias*
* 3D*Oxide*bonding*

ASIC*

200.300*
microns*

Up*to*140*mm*(8”*wafer)*

500.700*
microns*

Interposer based assemblies for tracking

Interposers can be used as pitch adapters to mate large area 
silicon sensors to readout ICs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glass-based interposers have  
low dielectric constant and can  
be fabricated in large panels.  
Lithography similar to silicon.
Can achieve 20 micron diameter
>10:1 aspect ratio
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Fermilab$design$for$FASTPAX$
X'ray$imager$



Combining the two 3Ds
The goal is low cost, large area, thin, 
pixelated sensor planes with no dead 
regions.
The key is to decouple bonding and 
array yields
•  3D provides backside interconnect to 

eliminate peripheral bond connections
•  Sensors can be processed to have 

“active edges” using deep reactive ion 
etch so assemblies can be tiled.
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SiD$(ILC)$Outer$pixel$disk$$

CMS$FPIX$Plaquele$

28$mm$

76$mm$

117$mm$

166$mm$

Handle$wafer$

sensor$

trenches$

Buried$
oxide$

readout$
IC$and$pads$200$micron$

How to build large area intelligent 
trackers?

Combine active edge technology with 3D 
electronics and oxide bonding with through-
silicon interconnect to produce fully active tiles.
•  These tiles can be used to build large area 

pixelated arrays with good yield and 
reasonable cost

•  Tiles can populate  
complex shapes  
with optimal tiling and  
low dead area 

•  Only bump bonds are  
large pitch backside  
interconnects

•  High density and  
geometrical flexibility
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Silicon$(10µ)$
oxide$

Silicon$Sensor$Interconnect$

DBI$
contact$

46

2.5/3D for large area devices
Large area complex, pixelated tiled arrays.
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 “Killer” Applications

In Physics
•  Large area tracking and imaging 

arrays with intelligent pixels and 
without dead regions (VIPIC-L, 
active edge integration)

•  3D associative memories for high 
speed correlations between 
detector layers

Commercial Thrusts
•  Complex FPGA systems (now)
•  Eventually - Integrated system 

processor/memory/IO on a 
heterogeneous die
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IBM/Cornell/UCSB Study – vision 
of 10Tflop 3D chip 

2D#design#fully#compa3ble#with#3D#stacking##

CAM cell design!

Majority Logic !
Cell design!

Control/interface!

Each$3D$layer$
processes$
a$detector$$
layer$

Xilinx'Virtex=7'H580T'3D'FPGA$



Summary

Silicon technologies for HEP offer opportunities for larger, faster, 
cheaper, more precise systems for trackers and calorimeters.
 
Complementary in many ways to GMPD – more precise and rad 
hard, but the natural size (cm) is much small and devices are 
much more expensive.

•  Silicon-based fast tracker/time tagger systems could select 
vertices at HL-LHC to a few mm

•  CMOS maps can provide cheaper, more precise Si trackers
•  New forms of wafer-level interconnect can provide dense 

integration of sensors and readout with low mass
•  Large arrays of smart, tiled sensors
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Extras
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The Tracking Detector 
Commandments
1.  Thou shalt minimize mass 
2.  Thou shalt have high  

digital bandwidth 
3.  Thou shalt be radiation hard 
4.  Thou shalt not dissipate power
5.  Thou shalt have complex functionality
6.  Thou shalt maximize position resolution (minimize pitch)
7.  Thou shalt minimize dead regions
8.  Thou not covet thy neighbors signals
9.  Thou shalt be affordable
10. Thou shalt have fast analog signal processing  (396 ns -> 

25ns -> 1-2 ns -> 100 ps) 
Obeying these “commandments” force us to push the 
technological and engineering envelope

51

Commercial Bonding Costs and Yields (old)

Current$and$projected$costs$and$yields$for$sensor/readout$integraEon$technologies$
$
$

<$1/cm2?$



•  Glass interposers
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Silicon-based Tracking

Building these devices is essentially 
an electronics packaging problem, 
an unusual one…
•  With billions of channels, 100’s 

m2 surface area
•  With tbyte/sec bandwidth
•  Cooled to -20 deg C
•  With minimal mass
•  Arranged to give us the 

information we need to do 
physics

Given the microscopic scale of the 
elements, the problems of sensors, 
readout, and interconnect are 
inexorably linked. 
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D0$Layer$0$

Analog$cable$

Flex$foldover$

•  a
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Design Cost by Node  

Increased volumes are required to absorb the cost of design 
for each node, limiting the number of products that can be 
manufactured at that node.  11 

Cost Limitations on Scaling Below 22nm  

Reference:  IBS, Semi ISS 2011 

Need other options to continue to increase performance 

12 

32 

Bonding Method 

 

C4 FC 
(Controlled 

Collapse Chip 
Connect) 

C2 FC 
(Chip Connect) 

Thermo 
Compression- 
Local Reflow 

Flip Chip 

Thermo 
Compression 

Flip Chip 

Schematic Diagram 

Major Bump Pitch Range at 
Application > 130 um 140 um ~ 60 um 80 um ~ 20 um < 30 um 

Bonding Method 

 
Conventional 
Reflow 

Reflow with Cu 
pillar 

Thermal 
Compression 
with Cu pillar 

Thermal 
Compression 

Bump Metallurgy Solder (SnAg or 
SnAgCu) 

Cu + Solder 
(SnAg or Sn)  

Cu + Solder 
(SnAg or Sn) 
Cap 

Cu 

Bump Collapse Yes No No No 

Underfill Method 
- Capillary  

- No flow 

- Capillary 

- No flow 

- Wafer Level 

- No flow 

- Wafer Level 

- No flow 

- Wafer Level  

M-S Suh 

Reference:  SEMATECH 

Scaling of Chip to Chip Interconnects Hierarchy of interconnect

Cables ~ mm
•  PC Board ~ 500 micron

–  Bump/wire bonds ~ 100’s of micron
•  C4 bumps ~ 100 micron

–  Micro-bumps ~ 10-20 micron
•  3D Interconnect ~ 2-5 micron
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Technologies across boundaries

Time$ProjecEon$Chambers$

Cryogenic$detectors$

Semiconductor$detectors$

New$materials$and$
process$technologies$

Engineered$Crystals$

DetecEon$of$dark$maler$

Measuring$the$Higgs$

Searching$for$new$physics$
At$the$energy$fronEer$

Establishing$the$properEes$of$
Neutrinos$and$dark$maler$with$
large$volume$detectors$

TesEng$physical$laws$in$rare$decays$


